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I have received some feedback from sincere individuals who suggest that this information goes
over the head of the average reader. I don’t like to think that, but if it is true, then the public
school system deserves recognition for dumbing us down to a level where we are unable to
comprehend what is happening to us and our country. Yes, I know dumbing is not utilized
correctly, hell, it’s not even a word. As used here it refers to reducing our intellectual capacity.
And if we are not willing to put forth the effort to change our ability to comprehend and be a role
model for our children, then we need to stop whining, pop a cork on a bottle of Champaign and
celebrate for getting what our ignorance and voting record has brought us. No more whining
allowed if we are not willing to put for the effort to comprehend our plight and change things.
We desperately need to stop saying, “what can I do?” We can educate our self, then family
members, then friends, we can sit on juries and make a difference, we can stop contracting with
government and accepting offers that we really don’t have to accept, we can protect the status of
the about to be born and future births, not signing them into the status of an economic slave. We
can ask our local business owners to hire people without social security numbers since those are
not mandatory. We can begin asking our leadership to tackle the problem of ending enemy status.
We can task leadership with returning this country to lawful civil authority and abandoning War
& Emergency Powers authority. WE CAN THINK! That said, we continue...
The Banking Relief Act, which I’ve identified as so detrimental to our freedom, has other facets
equally detrimental to us. One such element is the authorization of the Federal Reserve Notes we
use as currency today. These notes, which we generally refer to as money, are issued upon the
deposit of public and private debt with the Treasurer of the United States. It is a debt currency,
and since there is unlimited debt that can be created, there is no limit on the amount of Federal
Reserve Notes that can be issued. And as more and more are issued, those already in circulation
loose value and purchasing power.
Since the purchasing power of Gold is relatively constant over time, we can use gold as a
reference to examine the devaluation of the Federal Reserve Note. I see that gold is selling today
(April 28, 2011) for $1,531.77 Federal Reserve Notes per ounce. It was $32.00 an ounce in 1962
when I was in high school. That means that today’s Federal Reserve Note has about 2.08 cents
the purchasing power it did when I was in High School in 1962.
Way back then, a Safeway check out clerk’s job paid $2.25 an hour. If the wages of that job had
kept pace with the engineered devaluation of the Federal Reserve Note, that job would be paying
$107.70 an hour today, and the Safeway clerk would have the same purchasing power he did in
1962. Instead, the clerk probably makes between $14 and $19 an hour today. Can we see how
much we have lost, how much has been taken from us through deception? Can we see why we

are truly an economic slave?
Slaves are too expensive to keep on the plantation. The master would be responsible for housing
them, feeding them, providing their medical care, and all the other necessities that go with life.
But by telling the slave he is now free and paying him a pittance, the master has a much greater
profit margin and no responsibility. And we run around telling ourselves how free we are. It’s
not bad enough that our leadership deceives us, we engage in self deception.
If we, you and I, are free, what are we free to do? Can we be the sole individual in our car and
travel without government’s permission? Can we drill a well for our water without government’s
permission? Can we build a dwelling to keep our family warm and dry without government’s
permission? Can we cut our trees without the government’s permission? Can we put in a
sidewalk or patio without government’s permission? Can we re-roof our home without
government’s permission? Can we change the hot-water-heater or toilet without government’s
permission? Can we find employment without a government issued Social Security account?
Can we ride a bicycle in an empty skate board park? Hell, farmers have even been sued for using
their own legacy seeds instead of Monsanto’s genetically altered seeds under the laws of this
country. My grandfather could do these things without permission.
OH YEAH, WE’RE FREE ALRIGHT! We need to keep telling ourselves and our children that
lie. I’ve known people who are so conditioned to being trapped in slavery that they tell me how
much better we have life than people in other countries. Instead of comparing ourselves with
those in other countries, why don’t we compare ourselves with our grandfathers and see how our
freedom and liberty has been maintained and enhanced. After all, that’s why we are paying
horrendous taxes is it not? We pay to have freedom, to protect freedom to enhance freedom, not
to be enslaved and financially or physically injured at every opportunity and turn of a corner.
I started off talking about the currency and seemed to have gotten off on a rant. But it’s a great
deception they’ve pulled on us with our assistance, is it not? All facilitated by those we trust with
our lives, the media, the public schools, the church, and our leadership, especially local.
Black’s law dictionary, sixth edition, says that money cannot contain evidence of debt, nor can it
be a note. The currency is issued on the deposit of debt, and it is a federal reserve note.
Therefore, it fails on two counts as money.
If we were trading in constitutional money, that is gold and silver, the economy couldn’t be
broken. Yes I know about the depression and that we were trading in gold and silver at that time.
But the EMERGENCY under which the Banking Relief Act was passed came about because the
bankers had moved our deposited gold out of our country and did not have sufficient gold
reserves to pay us back. In short, we gave our gold to bankster criminals who stole our gold,
crashed our economy and through control of our leadership, made us an enemy of the United
States so if we should rebel about having been robbed, then the military could be utilized to
protect the banksters against the enemy of the United States. My parents and grandparents were
wonderful people, but so ignorant! They faced the same challenges to knowledge that we face,
the failure of the public schools, church leadership and administration, main stream media and

leadership, to inform us. But we have a better chance to change things because there is a growing
number of Americans who now know what is happening.
I’ll probably have more to share on this subject, so stay tuned.

